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1. Find out the correct sentence. 

(A)The earth was believe to be flat.   (B)The earth was believed to be flat. 

(C)The earth was believing to be flat.  (D)The earth was believes to be flat. 

2. In the below question, a part of the sentence is in bold. Below are given alternatives to the bold part 

at a,b and c which may improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative. In case no 

improvement is needed your answer is (d). 

On one occasion he persuaded me to accompany him on a shooting expedition he was planning. 

(A)has planned     (B)planned 

(C)had planned      (D)no improvement 

3. Find out the correct sentence. 

(A)Please report to me when you return back from Delhi. 

(B)Please report to me when you have returned back from Delhi. 

(C)Please report to me when you had returned back from Delhi. 

(D)Please report to me when you return from Delhi. 

4. In the below question, a part of the sentence is in bold. Below are given alternatives to the bold part 

at a, b and c which may improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative. In case no 

improvement is needed your answer is (d). 

Mrs. Madhuri has great respect and unlimited faith in her Director. 

(A)respect and unlimited faith for 

(B)respect for and unlimited faith in 

(C)respect for and unlimited faith for 

(D)respect in and unlimited faith for 

5. Find out the correct sentence. 

(A)The traveller commanded of the peasant he would tell him the way to the nearest village. 

(B)The traveller exclaimed of the peasant if he would tell him the way to the nearest village. 

(C)The traveller enquired of the peasant if he could tell him the way to the nearest village. 

(D)The traveller replied of the peasant whether he will tell him the way to the nearest village. 

6. In the below question, a part of the sentence is in bold. Below are given alternatives to the bold part 

at a, b and c which may improve the sentence. Choose the correct alternative. In case no 

improvement is needed your answer is (d). 

The master was good at using pleasant names for unpleasant things in order to hoodwink the 

labourers. 

(A)euphemisms   (B)euphoria   (C)pleasantries   (D)no improvement 

7. The musicians delivered a rousing performance _________ they had rehearsed often. (Supply with 

suitable conjunction) 

(A)though    (B)once   (C)as    (D)when 

8. The question _______ before the municipal corporation last week. (Fill in the blank with suitable 

phrasal verb) 

(A)came out   (B)came off   (C)came by   (D)came up 
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9. Who _______ food in your family when your Mom is away? (Fill in the blank with suitable tense) 

(A)cooks    (B)is cooking   (C)has been cooking  (D)cooked 

10. I envy you. At five tomorrow you _________ some tan on the beach at the seaside. (Fill in the blank 

with suitable tense) 

(A)will get       (B)will be getting  

(C)will have gotten      (D)will have been getting 

11. The synonym of “Taciturn” is: 

(A)gloomy    (B)sarcastic   (C)upset   (D)silent 

12. The antonym of “Nuisance” is: 

(A)disperse    (B)pleasure   (C)bold    (D)confront 

13. Choose the correctly spelt word out of the following words. 

(A)hegmony   (B)vanquesh   (C)malleable   (D)loiteer 

14. Choose the wrongly spelt word out of the following words. 

(A)suavity    (B)unapproachable  (C)manoeuvre   (D)devout 

15. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given idiom below. 

Hard nut to crack 

(A)difficult task   (B)different matter  (C)impossible task  (D)inexplicable problem 

ANSWERS KEYS  

1 B 9 A 

2 C 10 B 

3 D 11 D 

4 B 12 B 

5 C 13 C 

6 A 14 B 

7 C 15 A 

8 D 

   

 

ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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